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Atoms and photons 
Hubble redshift with Friedmann 

Schrödinger proved it
#NaPoWriMo  Day 1



Universe expands 
Atoms and photons expand 

Blueshift is observed
#NaPoWriMo  Day 2



Universe contracts 
Atoms and photons contract 

Redshift is observed
#NaPoWriMo  Day 3



Universe contracts 
Atoms are bluer today 
Photons half as much

#NaPoWriMo  Day 4



Hubble used Hooker 
100" telescope 
Atop Mt. Wilson

#NaPoWriMo  Day 5



From 1917 
World's largest for 3 decades 

Unraveled secrets
#NaPoWriMo  Day 6



1929 
Redshift implies expansion 

Published by Hubble
#NaPoWriMo  Day 7



Paradigm was born 
Redshift comes from photon change 

Atoms never change
#NaPoWriMo  Day 8



Bang! Supernovas 
Bright beacons far, far away 

Sharp lines redshifted
#NaPoWriMo  Day 9



Spectra studied by 
Hubble Space Telescope and 

Keck 400’’
#NaPoWriMo  Day 10



Much consternation 
The curve bends up, not down as 

Expansion demands
#NaPoWriMo  Day 11



But theory matches 
Redshifts when atoms contract 

Just as photons do

(Line i
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)

#NaPoWriMo  Day 12



Theoretical fits 
To latest redshift data 
Give age and time left

#NaPoWriMo  Day 13



Peer reviewed, published 
Few took it seriously 

Collapse now confirmed

The universe is collapsing.

ApJ, 429:491, 1994 

#NaPoWriMo  Day 14



Electric fields and 
Spacetime are connected in 

Relativity
#NaPoWriMo  Day 15



I studied how fields 
Change in Friedmann spacetime and 

The implications
#NaPoWriMo  Day 16



Geometry rules 
Electric field strength changes 

Like 1/a
#NaPoWriMo  Day 17



Photon wavelengths and 
Atomic emissions change 

 With the universe

|F| = 1
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r2

Vacuum Permittivity ε is proportional
to the radius of the Friedmann Universe

#NaPoWriMo  Day 18



Changing atoms and 
Photons reverses meaning 

 Of redshift. Collapse.
#NaPoWriMo  Day 19



Supernovae redshift data from Davis et al. Solid line fit using the 
Friedmann solution with the parameters Ho = −66.5 km s−1Mpc−1 

and  qo = 1/2 + (0.001)

Two parameters 
H and q are all that are 

Used to fit redshift
#NaPoWriMo  Day 20



Hubble redshift is 
Accelerating because 

Our universe is
#NaPoWriMo  Day 21



No dark energy 
Needed to fit redshifts when 

Collapse understood
#NaPoWriMo  Day 22



Schrödinger explored 
Quantum mechanics in curved 

Spacetime of Friedmann
#NaPoWriMo  Day 23



In contracting space 
All wavelengths contract with space 

Atoms get smaller
#NaPoWriMo  Day 24



Atomic change found 
By Schrödinger and Sumner  

Precisely agree

#NaPoWriMo  Day 25



Yes, YOU are star dust 
Yes, YOU are the Universe 

YOU too are shrinking
#NaPoWriMo  Day 26



Key research was done 
In Chirchik,Uzbekistan 

Soviet Union
#NaPoWriMo  Day 27



Clear mind and free time 
Paper, pencil, waste basket 
Free time and clear mind

#NaPoWriMo  Day 28



Tiny apartment 
Not a famous institute 

Perfect for thinking
#NaPoWriMo  Day 29



Satisfying when 
Very old physics resolves 

Modern mysteries 
#NaPoWriMo  Day 30



That’s it for physics 
Shifting to personal things 

Here’s why I was there 



Flowing up steep rock 
Soviet Champ fourteen years  

Flura climbs with grace 



Gentle and tender 
Focus and intensity  
A champion's fire 



Following my heart 
Iron curtain and twelve time zones 

I went to Chirchik 



Two lovers, one dream 
Kitchens shared around the world 

Two dreamers, one love 



Free Falling Backwards (my journey) 

Vera (a related illustrated story)

katoon.org  is my web site. Links include 

The physics supporting these haiku   
vixra.org/abs/1509.0112

wqsumner@gmail.com  is my email

Thank you for reading!
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